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Forced harmonic heaving motion of a ship at the free surface of an
inviscid incompressible fluid is analyzed. Added mass and damping are
determined using finite element techniques. Iso-parametric elements
with curved boundaries allow accurate representation of the hull shape.
A computer program is developed and results are found to agree closely
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I. INTRODUCTION
The motion of a ship at the free surface is dependent upon the
hydrodynamic forces acting on the hull. These forces are conventionally
separated into inertial, damping, and buoyant forces. The present study
is confined to an evaluation, by the finite element method, of the steady-
state inertial and damping forces on a cylindrical hull undergoing vertical
(heaving) harmonic oscillation. The water is treated as inviscid and in-
compressible and a linearized boundary condition at the free surface is
applied in view of the smallness of the motion. Water depth is large,
but finite, and the width of the fluid region is made effectively infinite
through use of a radiation (non-reflecting) boundary condition.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A. GOVERNING EQUATION
In the present problem the dependent variable is chosen to be the "over-
pressure" (excess over static pressure) P . The finite element technique
replaces the governing partial differential equation and boundary conditions
by a set of simultaneous ordinary differential equations with time as the
independent variable and the pressures at a large number of discrete points
(nodes) as the dependent variable. The details of this transformation are
given by Zienkiewicz and Newton [1]*. The resulting equations are
[Qc] 1 p) - [D] [ p) - [H] [ p} = - f [L] ' (S) (i)
where
[H] = fluid "stiffness" matrix, n x n
[D] = radiation damping matrix, n x n
[Q ] = surface wave matrix, n x n
T
[L] = ship-fluid interface matrix, n x k
/y = fluid density, scalar
\ Pj = vector °f nodal pressures, n x 1
) £ V = vector of normal components of nodal displacement along
ship-fluid interface, k x 1
n = number of fluid nodes
k = number of structure nodes on ship-fluid interface
co — r
and dots indicate time differentiation, i.e., —— - X -
6 t u
For a steady state solution at circular frequency tt/jthe time variation
of p may be represented as
*





With this and a similar substitution for C , Eq. 1 becomes




where the elements of Q , D, H, and C are all real constants and the
o
elements of p are complex constants.
B. ISO-PARAMETRIC ELEMENTS
The finite element technique requires subdivision of the region considered
into a set of sub-regions (elements). For the present problem the two-
dimensional parabolic iso-parametric element is used. A full account of
this family of elements is given by Zienkiewicz, et al., in Ref. 2. At-
tention is confined here to the parabolic element.
Consider the rectangle of Fig. 1. The element has four corner nodes
and four mid-side nodes, numbered as shown. In the local ( C , 77 ) co-
ordinate system the edges are described by 77 - -1, c = 1, etc. The
2-
Fig. 1. Parabolic Element, Local Coordinates
dependent variable p at any point ( r , f) ) of the element is given

by
. P =£Ni pi (3)











in which C' = value of ^ at i node^ (^
7), = value of fj at i
.th
node
The interpolation functions |\j c' , hereafter called "shape" functions,
satisfy two essential criteria:
1. If all pi are equal, p will have this same constant value
for the entire element;
2. The value of p along any edge depends only on the PL at
nodes on that edge.
The most useful property of this iso-parametric element is that the
same shape functions may be used to map the element into a curvilinear
quadrilateral whose edges are parabolic arcs. Thus, if ( X t , U^, ) are the
Cartesian (global) coordinates of node i, the mapping function
c
lx,y)=]TNL<Xi,yl-) <*>
will transform the rectangle of Fig. 1 into the form shown in Fig. 2.

Note that the element shape is determined uniquely by specifying the eight
pairs of nodal coordinates ( Xtl, W,i )•
For the present application the parabolic element provides obvious
advantages in accurately representing the hull shape along the ship-fluid
V
Fig. 2 Parabolic Element, Global Coordinates
interface. Elsewhere, data input is simplified if element edges are
straight. It is, nevertheless, computationally economical to employ the
eight-noded quadrilaterals throughout the fluid region.
C. "STIFFNESS" MATRIX H.
Matrix H is called the "stiffness" matrix by analogy with the corres-
ponding matrix in elasticity problems. Each element contributes an 8 x 8
submatrix to H. It is shown in Ref. 1 that an individual element of this
submatrix is given by
— . i j_ * —~
c!X d X
+
c>vj ^J dR (5)
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where the integration extends over the volume R of the element. Because
e
the shape functions N. are known as functions of r and Jl , not x and y,
it is necessary to transform this integral to P
,
7? coordinates. It
is impractical to perform this transformation in algebraic form, but it is
wholly feasible to do numerically and then perform the integration by
Gaussian numerical quadrature. Details are given in Ref. 3.
The final step is to add the contribution of each h:} to the matrix H
using the global node numbers corresponding to the element nodes. This is
a standard assembly process of the finite element method.
D. SURFACE WAVE CONDITION
A linearized boundary condition is imposed along the free surface of
the water. The Q matrix has non-zero terms only at the surface nodes.
o
For example, if the element drawn in Fig. 1 were at the surface, only
nodes 5, 6, and 7 would make contributions. An individual contribution to
the Q matrix from a "single element as developed in Ref. 1 is
(^^(NlNj 6S (6>
where the integration extends over the free surface S of the element and
e
g is the acceleration of gravity.
E. RADIATION BOUNDARY CONDITION
In open water a ship would never receive reflections of waves which
originate at that ship. These waves travel away from the ship dissipating
energy until they die away. To represent this effect a radiation (non-
reflecting) boundary is introduced. The returning wave is mathematically
excluded at this boundary. This has been done in Ref. 1 and the result
is the [D] Cp} term of Eq. 1. As in the surface wave condition, only
11

those nodes which are on the radiation boundary make contributions. The
matrix elements are
dcj = fcfN;.NjcJS (7)
in which
c = surface wave velocity
S, = radiation boundary of finite element surface
d
This condition was conceived for acoustic waves in which c was the
speed of sound. It was found that, if the surface wave velocity was used
instead and the boundary was placed sufficiently far from the hull, a non-
reflecting boundary condition could be imposed for surface waves. The
velocity is different for each depth and frequency and is calculated as
follows (Ref. [4])
C-% tonM^A)—> <8 >
where
IjJ = frequency
Q = acceleration of gravity
O = water depth
The above lends itself easily to an iteration scheme on the computer.
F. SHIP -FLUID INTERFACE
The force vector of fluid pressure on the ship hull is shown in Ref. 1
to be representable as [L] £p} where L is a k x n matrix. The individual
force components act at the interface nodes in the direction of the local
normal to the interface. In the present problem the hull is rigid and its
sole motion is vertical translation. Corresponding to the upward displacement,
12

the resulting generalized force would have a single component and the
matrix [L] would be replaced by a 1 x n row vector {V} . The contribu-
tion of a single finite element along the interface may be expressed as
f element" J p ^6 d S (9)
where ij is the angle between the normal to the ship-fluid interface and
the vertical. Integration extends over the element interface Sf, . If
the element thickness ( s. direction) is to , then
CCS0 d S = bcU = b77-d.^
df
(10)




x;)(LN; P') di = t<i?U <">
Thus, for element node i
-' J s (12)
Using the assembled vector {\, } > which has non-zero elements only for
ship-fluid interface nodes, the right-hand side of Eq. 2 becomes
pbf-M A
where A represents the displacement amplitude. Making this substitution
the form of Eq. 2 used in computation becomes
^[o.,,j + l u[d] * [h]) ip} z r^M A (i3>
13

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. REGION REPRESENTATION
Ship's hulls normally have a longitudinal (vertical) plane of symmetry.
Accordingly, the ship and fluid region can be adequately modeled by consi-
dering only half of the hull and one radiation boundary. It is necessary
to make the region semi-width wide enough that the high local pressure
gradients near the ship-fluid interface have little effect at the radiation
boundary. This can be considered accomplished when increasing the width
(i.e., moving the radiation boundary farther away from the hull) does not
appreciably change problem results. A one percent change in added mass and
damping was considered satisfactory. By making the depth of the fluid
region at least one-half the surface wave wavelength, the effects of infinite
depth are closely simulated.
Once the overall region size has been decided upon, the region must be
subdivided into finite elements. In the vicinity of the ship-fluid inter-
face, elements must be small in order to match closely the hull shape and
accommodate the high local pressure gradients. The elements may become
larger as one moves away from the interface area. Element heights may be
graded, increasing with depth. Element widths may be larger as the radia-
tion boundary is approached, but a useable upper limit seems to be about
three-eights of the surface wavelength. If an element exceeds this width,
the wave-form is no longer adequately represented and accuracy suffers.
Radical geometry for individual elements should be avoided whenever possible.
Sample meshes used to test the program are presented in Appendix B.
Various methods were used to determine if problem results were correct.
The best method, of course, was comparison with theory and previously
14

reported experimental results. Other checks were available also. An
energy check was built into the program (see Appendix A) and when average
power input equaled average power output confidence was gained in the
results. Inspection of the pressure phase angle was useful. Beyond about
three half-beam widths away from the hull, the phase angle should be nearly
constant along any vertical line and should vary linearly with x along a
horizontal line.
B. SEMI -CYLINDRICAL HULL
The first tests of the program used various meshes and a semi-cylindri-
cal hull with a radius of ten feet. The computed results showed general
agreement with Ursell's theoretic values [5] for a cylinder at the surface
of a fluid region with infinite depth. The computed values, along with the
theoretic values, are presented in Table I.* The mesh numbers refer to the
mesh numbers in Appendix B. The first mesh produced poor results and did
not adequately model the area. The energy check indicated that the results
were poor and along verticals the phase angle was not even close to being
constant. It appears that the radiation boundary was not far enough away
from the ship, because, by simply increasing the region width with the
addition of extra columns of elements (meshes 2, 3, and 4), the results
were greatly improved. Meshes 2, 3, and 4 gave increasingly better results
as the mesh was refined and appear to be converging upon the theoretic
values. As the frequency is increased, the region depth more closely
represents infinite depth (wavelength decreases, therefore less region



























































































Notes for Table I
1. u is non-dimensional frequency, c =
9
2. For each frequency, the first value is added mass, second is damping
as defined in Ref. 7.
3. Theoretical values are from curves, Figs. 15 and 16, Ref. 7.
4. Mesh 1: 50 feet wide, 30 feet deep, 16 elements, 67 nodes.
5. Mesh 2: 90 feet wide, 30 feet deep, 19 elements, 78 nodes.
6. Mesh 3: 70 feet wide, 30 feet deep, 19 elements, 78 nodes.
7. Mesh 4: 90 feet wide, 30 feet deep, 22 elements, 89 nodes.
8. Mesh 5: 70 feet wide, 55 feet deep, 24 elements, 95 nodes.
16

depth is required to reach one-half wavelength). With increasing frequency,
however, element width imposes an upper limit. Mesh 5 was almost twice as
deep as the previous meshes and thus was able to represent infinite depth
at lower frequencies. An improvement of the results, especially at lower
frequencies, was noted. As expected, the phase angles along a vertical are
constant at lower frequencies, but tend to vary a little as frequency in-
creases. Likewise, the energy check gave six-digit agreement at lower fre-
quencies with deterioration to three digits as omega increased.
C. FULL FORM HULL
The full form hull of Ref. 6 was modeled and tested using two different
meshes (meshes 6 and 7). The computed results of wave amplitude, heave
force, and force phase angle showed excellent agreement, using either mesh,
with theoretical results due to Porter and reported in Ref. 6. These values
are presented in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Again, at higher frequencies, the
energy check and phase angles of the pressures along a vertical shows
signs of deterioration. Tne finer elements of mesh 7 did not seem markedly
to improve the results over mesh 6 ? However, mesh 7 was taken to higher
frequencies than mesh 6 and it is felt that improvement would have been
noted at these higher frequencies. At lower frequencies mesh 6 produced
the best results, which was expected because of the greater depth of the
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The finite element technique provides an accurate and reliable method
for solution of the problem of hydrodynamic added mass and damping effects
due to small-amplitude waves. A program has been developed which will
solve this problem for heave motion only. For the hull forms studied,
four or five iso-parametric elements along the interface adequately repre-
sent the ship's hull.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Region size and shape should be systematically investigated to
determine the effects on accuracy.
2. Element size, shape, and arrangement should be studied further for
greater accuracy and efficiency of computations.
3. Other hull forms should be investigated and results compared with
analytic solutions. Three other hull forms are given in Ref. 6.
4. Finite depth effects should be studied.





COMPUTER PROGRAM AND SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
A. GENERAL
The program was devised using standard FORTRAN IV language in double
precision arithmetic. The testing of the program was accomplished on the
IBM 360/67 digital computer installed at the Naval Postgraduate School.
The main program simply calls subroutines in order. The actual program is




The INPUT subroutine provides for the reading in of all necessary data
and calculates certain constant problem parameters. A title of up to eighty
spaces (one card) is first read in. The total number of nodes, total number
of elements, and total number of "specified" nodes are read in. Next, ele-
ment numbers followed by global node numbers for the local node numbers
1-8 are read in. In this process the numbers of the specified nodes or nodes
at which the x and y coordinates are to be read in (generally corner nodes)
are given a positive sign, while the nodes at which x and y coordinates
will be calculated (mid-side nodes) are given negative node numbers. Next
to be read in are the x and y coordinates of the specified nodes. These
are the corner nodes of each element plus any mid-side nodes along a curved
boundary ( in this case the ship-fluid interface). The remaining nodes'
x and y coordinates are calculated by placing them midway along a straight
line connecting two adjacent nodes. These nodes are recognized by the
computer by their negative sign. The total number of surface wave boundary
nodes, radiation damping boundary nodes, and ship-fluid interface nodes are
22

read in as well as the sequence of node numbers along each of these boundary
segments. Finally, water density, gravitational acceleration, and x co-
ordinate of the ship's centerline are read in.
From the above information, the program calculates the width and depth
of the region, the ship's half -beam and draft, and, using a modification of
Simpson's rule, the area of the hull cross-section in the x-y plane. From
these, the ship mass per unit length and vertical (buoyant) stiffness per
unit length are calculated. Finally the starting value of omega, number
of different values of omega to be run, and the incremental change in omega
are read in. All input data and results of the above calculations are printed,
C. Q8STF SUBROUTINE
Subroutine Q8STF calculates the symmetric matrix H. It does this by
calculating each element submatrix and then assembling these to form the H
matrix. The calculation is based on Eq. 5, transformed to f
,
[) coordin-
ates, and uses four-point Gauss quadrature.
D. SUBROUTINES INTFAC, SURWAV, and RADAMP
Subroutines INTFAC, SURWAV, and RADAMP calculate the V, Q , and D
matrices respectively. Subroutine INTFAC calculates the coupling vector
V by moving across the ship-fluid interface by elements. It calculates
the three V components at that element using three-point Gauss quadrature
and then adds these values to the total V vector.
SURWAV and RADAMP are analogous except for constant factors (see Eqs.
6 and 7) and SURWAV integrates along £ and RADAMP along /| . Three-
point Gauss quadrature is again used in these subroutines to compute ele-
ment contributions to Q and D. For each element, these are symmetric
o
3x3 sub-matrices. To conserve computer storage space, the symmetric
23

matrices Q and D are stored as three vectors. These three vectors are
o
the principal diagonal and two diagonals immediately above.
E. SUBROUTINES WAVEL and CLASS
Subroutine WAVEL is called in ELIM3 subroutine to calculate the wave
velocity for each omega so that the radiation damping matrix may be multi-
plied by 1/c. It uses an iteration to calculate c from Eq. 8. When the
iteration produces a value of c which is within .0001 percent of the
previous value, an average of these two is accepted as the final value.
Subroutine CLASS classifies each node as to type for use in ELIMl, ELIM2,
ELIM3, and BACSUB. The classes are:
4. All radiation boundary nodes;
3. Surface wave nodes not in 4;
2. Ship-fluid interface nodes not in 3;
1. All remaining nodes.
F. SUBROUTINES ELIMl, ELIM2 , and ELIM3
The actual computational problem consists of solving n simultaneous
linear equations in n unknown values of complex pressure amplitude. The
coefficients of the pressure vector are formed from the matrices H, Q , and
D. The Q and D matrices are sparse with contributions coming only from nodes
along the free surface and radiation boundary.
Equations for Type 1 nodes do not contain U and the corresponding
variables may be eliminated initially by Gaussian elimination. If multi-
.2
plication by the factor £> k~ on the right-hand side of Eq. 13 is deferred,
the Type 2 nodes may also be included in this elimination. These operations
are performed in ELIMl.
In ELIM2 the portion of H for Type 3 and Type 4 nodes is transferred to
a new location and called HR. The corresponding portion of the right-hand
24

side is also transferred, being multiplied by P ti' in the process. The
2
contribution of - Cu [Q ] is added to HR and the Type 3 variables are then
eliminated.
In ELIM3 a third coefficient matrix ZHR is assembled for the remaining
variables (Type 4). The elements of this matrix are complex with real
part coming from HR and imaginary part being iCJ[D]. This routine calls
sub-routine SOLUN to solve the Type 4 equations.
G. SUBROUTINES SOLUN and BACSUB
Subroutine SOLUN solves the final reduced form of the simultaneous
equations using Gaussian elimination and back-substitution procedures.
The result is a complex pressure vector along the radiation boundary.
Subroutine BACSUB uses simple back-substitution procedures to find the
remaining components of the pressure vector, finding the portion along the
free surface first, followed by the Type 1 and Type 2 nodes. Next, added
mass and damping are computed. If the element vertical force contributions
(Eq. 9) are summed, the net force F is given by
f =r -p. -W tp> (14)
The real part of F is contributed by inertia force on the added mass and
the imaginary part of F is a damping force. These two components, with
reversed algebraic signs, are normalized by dividing by the product of
ship mass and acceleration amplitude to give dimensionless measures of
added mass and damping.
An energy check is also made. Average input power is




The average output power (at the radiation boundary) is
E .= i^z (?Jp] Cp-3 (i6)
where / p } is a vector of nodal pressure amplitudes (absolute values)
*
I amp J
and only the radiation boundary nodes contribute to the sum.
So that a direct comparison could be made with previous results reported
by Paulling and Richardson [6], non-dimensional frequency, heave force,
wave height ratio, and force phase angle conforming to their definitions
were calculated. Finally the value of omega is incremented by a desired





The various meshes used in testing the computer program are presented
in this Appendix. Meshes 1-5 have a semi-cylinder for a hull. Mesh 1
was the basic mesh used and meshes 2-5 are simply refinements thereof,
or additions thereto. Meshes 6 and 7 have a full form hull. All meshes
are drawn to the same scale of one small division representing one foot.




















































































































































































































































































































































































A list of the computer program, followed by definitions of symbols
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Area correction for chord areas
Jacobian matrix (and its inverse)
Nondimensional added mass
Hull area
Wave velocity (calculated by WAVEL)
Diagonal element of D at damping Node I
Derivative of shape function w.r.t. "fl
Nondimensional frequency
Increment in omega
Super above diagonal element of D for damping Nodes I, 1+2
Above diagonal element of D for damping Nodes I, 1+1




Abscissa for Gauss quadrature




Title (80 characters in 20 words)






























Reduced stiffness matrix in ELIM3
Counter for omega (set to 1 in INPUT)
Total number of elements
Node No. of Node I, element J
Total number of nodes
Total number of nodes where x and y coordinates are specified
Number of values of Omega
Node No. for row I of HR(I,J)
Node no. of radiation damping Node I
Total number of radiation damping nodes
Dimension of HR
Node no. of ship interface node I
Total number of ship interface nodes
Node no, of surface wave node I
Total number of surface wave nodes
Node type of node I




Force phase angle relative to hull motion
Diagonal element of Q at surface node I° o
Super above diagonal element of Q for surface nodes I, 1+2
Above diagonal element of Q for surface nodes I, 1+1
o
Right hand side for ELIMl
Right hand side for ELIM2






SE(I) Shape function for element node I
SK Vertical stiffness/unit length (half ship)
SM Mass/unit length (half-ship)
V(I) Coupling vector at interface node I
WD Water depth
X(I) Element nodal coordinate (Xl)
XI (I) x coordinate of node I
X2(I) y coordinate of node I
XJ Variable
XMAX Region half width
Y(I) Element nodal coordinate (X2)
Z Used as prefix to denote complex form of a variable.
Example: ZRRR(I) is complex right-hand side in ELIM3
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